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Traffic Stop

19-61120

Belle Terre
Parkway & Pine
Lakes Parkway

Larceny

19-61179

Unknown

Stolen
Vehicle

19-61154

Division Street

Criminal
Mischief

19-61143

S Old Dixie
Highway

Deputy Strack observed a Mercedes SUV after it traveled through
the intersection with a green traffic signal at a high rate of speed,
weaving through traffic causing other drivers to forcefully apply the
brakes of their vehicles to avoid a collision. Two traffic stops were
attempted, initially the vehicle slowed down to 45 mph but then
took off reaching speeds of approximately 80 mph. Deputy Strack
was able to find the vehicle at the intersection of Buffalo Bill Drive
and traffic stop was attempted. The vehicle slowed down to 25
mph and stopped at Belle Terre Parkway and Matanzas Woods
Parkway. S1 was placed under arrest and charged with DUI, Fleeing
and Eluding and Reckless Driving. Report by Deputy Strack.
LEO responded to the area of S Anderson Street regarding a
reckless golf cart in the area with no lights on it. The maintenance
cart was located at an abandoned residence on S Moore Street and
was found to be a Flagler County maintenance cart. Flagler County
employee advised the cart was either stolen from County Road 13
Ballfields or Wadsworth Park. Report by Deputy Denker.
RP reported his black ATV stolen. RP advised the ATV broke down
and he loaded it on his trailer at approximately 1530 hours and
upon returning at 2045 the trailer gate was down and the ATV was
gone. Report by Deputy Gomez
RP called in advising she heard what sounded like individuals at the
hotel damaging it. Three juveniles and one adult were located just
off the property by LEO. Two subjects admitted post-Miranda that
all of them were on the property and had damaged items on the
property. Charging affidavits submitted to SAO on all four subjects
for trespassing and criminal mischief. Report by Deputy FavoriteBiss.
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